Packing for Camp
Please use this sheet when packing for your first or fifth summer, and label as you pack!

Uniform and Personal Clothing
Required Uniform

RequiredClothing

(1) Pair Big Dogs or Dolphin Activity Shorts
(6) Uniform Shirts (one tanktop "P" shirt)
(4) Uniform Short (striped grey)
(2) Pairs of navy knee high socks (Long Blues)
(1) Navy fleece - Plain or with Pasquaney Logo
(1) Pasquaney baseball cap

Bathing suit or second pair of Dolphin Shorts
Belt
(2) White Dress Shirts
Tie
Sneakers (at least 3 pairs, including flat soled for tennis)
6 pairs of socks
8 pairs of underwear
Polypropylene long-sleeved shirt
(plain white, black or navy) NO LOGOS
Wool or Nylon cap (plain blue, black, or gray)
Polypropylene long johns
(plain white, black or navy)
Plain denim bluejeans or solid blue or grey sweatpants

Bunk Gear

Hiking Gear

Required
Suitcase for clothing storage at bunk
Pillow and pillowcase
Trunk, Suitcase, or duffle for Trunkroom storage
Sleeping bag with stuff sack
(Sleeping bag light and compact for backpacking)

Laundry Bag
(3) Towels
Toothbrush, toothpaste, shampoo & other toiletries
Writing paper, Envelopes, STAMPS, Pens
Raincoat with hood
Flashlight with batteries

(1) Pair of Trail Shoe/Hiking Boot or sturdy sneaker
(1) Daypack for hikes (school backpack works)
(2) Water Bottles
(2) Pairs of wool socks (needed for Expeditions)
Sunscreen
Cup, Bowl, and Spoon (for expeditions)
Ground Cloth
Rain or Wind pants for expeditions
Sleeping pad (for insulation from cold ground. Not lofty foam)

Activity Gear
Required

Popular Optional Activity Gear

Baseball Glove
Tennis Racket
A can of tennis balls (with balls labeled)

Spandex Shorts for crew
Frisbee
Internal or external frame backpack for expeditions
Insect Repellent

Popular Optional Gear
Twin sheets (great on hot buggy nights)
Musical Instruments
Wristwatch
Sweatpants/sweatshirt - Camp or plain navy blue
Water shoes or old sneakers for canoeing and sailing
Blanket for additional warmth on cold nights

Camera
Flipflops (make morning travel to showers easier)
Books (summer reading assignments)
Bathrobe
Pocket knife (max 4 inch folding, no hunting knives)

EVERYTHING BROUGHT TO CAMP SHOULD BE LABELED CLEARLY WITH CAMPERS NAME!
At camp, we manufacture our own entertainment and music, please do not bring
any form of electronic entertainment devices, or cellular phones.
(HINT: Taping this list to the lid of the trunk helps with re-packing at the end of the season.)

